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Brew Flavorful and Strong Coffee with Whole Bean of
Robusta or Arabica

 
Coffee has been the morning beverage for people  all across the globe. The aromatic beans
blended and grinded instantly energize people either mixed with plain hot water or with milk.
Mei Le Pte Ltd is a local company that has a range of high quality and unique varieties of
coffee.
 
Our goal is to make coffee accessible to all at affordable price with an assortment of types
from all across the world. We provide Vietnamese coffee for wholesale at low price without
impacting the standard and quality of the coffee. We deliver wholesale coffee to cafes and
restaurants across Singapore and Malaysia.
 

Assortment of Coffee Available for Wholesale Purchase

We have different types of coffee including coffee whole bean Malaysia, instant coffee powder,
and the famous Vietnamese coffee. Our coffee beans are sourced locally and tested for its
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high standard, flavor, and aroma. The premium grade whole beans like Arabica and Robusta
are available for sale with use.
 

The Arabica whole beans are obtained from the Arabica coffee plant. It has slightly
sweeter taste as compared to Robusta. The whole beans gives an incredible flavor to the
coffee. It is perfect for using with milk.
Robusta is another popular type of coffee bean which is little bitter is flavor due to its high
caffeine content. It is perfect for Espresso shots and is used as black coffee.
We have affordable and high quality Vietnamese coffee for wholesale like Che Phin and
is perfect for filter brewing. Robusta beans are mostly used for its strong taste and flavor.

Serve Best Coffee at Homes and Cafes

Mei Le Pte Ltd has dedicatedly sold premium coffee whole bean Malaysia to cafes or
individual customers. Roasting the coffee beans or grinding from whole beans gives out a
strong flavor and taste, perfect for a strong cup of coffee.
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